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Abstract 

In this work some properties of semi-pre irresolute topological vector space was introduced , 

also several characterizations of semi-pre Hausdorff are given.  Moreover, we show that the 

extreme point of convex subset of semi-pre irresolute topological space X lies on the boundary. 
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Introduction and Preliminaries 

This study discussed the notion of semi-pre irresolute topological of vector space that is one of 

generalization of a topological of vector space. Many researches have been done in this field 

see [1, 2, 3]. We considered it in terms of semi-preopen set, on the sense of Andrijevi´c [4]. A 

subset A of a topological space X is called semi-preopen (sp - open) if A ⊂ Cl (Int (Cl (A))) [4], 

while a complement for sp-open set is named by semi-preclosed (sp - closed). The semi- 

preclosure of A that subset of X is represented by Clsp(A) which is intersection for all sp-closed 

subsets on X containing A [5]. Recall that the subset U⊂ X is called semi-preopen neighborhood 

for x if there is sp-open set A with x belong to the set A⊂ U [5]. The point x for a subset A is 

said to be semi-preinterior point on A which denoted by Intsp(A) [5] if there is sp-open subset 

U, xU, and U⊆A, and we used sp-irresolute continuous mapping. A mapping  :X→Y is 

named semi-pre irresolute continuous if an inverse image for each sp-open subset in Y is sp-

open on X where X and Y is topological spaces [6]. Also, a mapping :X→Y is called sp-

irresolute continuous at point x on X if for all sp-open subset V on Y contained f(x), there is sp-

open subset U with xU satisfy f(U) is subset of V [6]. A function f from a topological space X 

to Y is named pre sp-open function if the image for each sp-open subset of X is sp-open set in 

Y. Moreover the notion of sp- homeomorphism [6] that is a mapping  from X to Y is called 

sp-homeomorphism if it's bijective, both  and -1 are sp-irresolute. 

1. Semi-pre irresolute Topological Vector Space (SPITVS). 

Definition 1.1:  A topology    with a  vector space  X over a field F  is called SPITVS whenever 

these conditions are satisfied :   

(a) The vector addition map S:X×X→X 

(b) The multiplication by scalar map M:F×X→X 

 are  both  sp-irresolute .  Observe that for all x belong to  X , the translation mapping   Tx 

:X→X  defined by  Tx(y) = y+ x  also the multiplication mapping         Mλ : X→X  defined by 

Mλ(x) = λ.x.   
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Remark: We denoted to the collection of  sp-neighborhoods for xX , by Nx . As well as the 

set of all sp-neighborhoods of zero vector space 0 of X  denoted by N0  . 

Lemma 1.2[6]: Let A is a sp-open subset of a topological space X ,  B is any open subset  of X 

, then the set   A∩B is sp-open set . 

Lemma 1.3[6]: Let ƒ:X→Y  (X and Y are topological spaces) is sp-irresolute mapping , so for  

sp-neighborhood V for ƒ(x), there   sp-neighborhood U  of x satisfied  ƒ(U)V. 

Theorem 1.4 : Let X is a SPITVS , then the following hold. 

a. If   U  Nx , and V is a neighborhood for  x in X , then U ∩ V Nx . 

b. If   U  N0 , then λU N0 for a non-zero element λR . 

c. If   UN0  , then x+ U  Nx  

Proof: a)  If U is sp-neighborhood of x  ,and V is a neighborhood for x, then there is a sp-open 

subset A and an open set B  with  x  A⊂U and x belong to B⊂V . Then x  belong to  A∩BU∩V  

and by Lemma 1.2, A∩B is sp-open. So A∩B  is a sp-neighborhood for x. To prove (b) and(c) 

suppose U is sp-neighborhood for zero since    S:(x, y) is sp-irresolute , we can define the map          

Tx: X→X by Tx(y)= y+ x . Therefore  Tx(y)=Sx(x, y)  ,  Tx(y) is sp-irresolute also T-1
x (y)= Sx(x, 

-y) is also sp-irresolute(since the addition is sp-irresolute) ,therefore Tx is sp-homeomorphism 

,by lemma 1.3 for a sp-neighborhood U for zero, there  sp-neighborhood U+  x  for  a point x. 

Definition 1.5[7]:The subset A on the vector spaces X  named balanced if  λA A for     |λ|≤ 

1and absorbing if  every x belong to  X , there is 0 such that  λx A for  |λ|≤ 휀. It is named 

absolutely convex if the subset both balanced and convex. 

Theorem 1.6 : Let  X  be an  SPITVS  ,then   

(a) Every  sp-neighborhood U of  0  is absorbing. 

(b) For  sp-neighborhood U for  zero  there   balanced 0NV   satisfy that UV  . 

Proof:  (a) Suppose U   sp-neighborhood for zero , therefore there is sp-open subset U1N0(X) 

with  U1 U , we have the scalar multiplication map  Mλ is sp-irresolute , so there exist sp-
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neighborhood of 0  V1 , V2 satisfying  Mλ (V1V2)  U1 .The set V1 contains an open interval of 

the form (-, ) , therefore tx  U1 for all   t(-, ) and for all x  V2. That implies U1 is 

absorbing. 

(b). Since the multiplication map   Mλ :RX→X is sp-irresolute therefore for  every sp-

neighborhood U for zero in X , there is sp-neighborhood for   0 with Mλ (V)  U , so there exists 

> 0 with  V= V1V2 , (-,)  V1  ,  V1 is a sp-neighborhood for 0 on R , V2 is sp-neighborhood 

for 0 in X . Define W=⋃⃓ t⃓<t V2 and tV2 is sp-neighborhood for 0 from theorem 1.4 , for  t0 

and tV2 U for   t  <. Now we have to show that W is balanced. If  r   < 1 , then rW= ⋃⃓ t⃓<(rt) 

V2 and  | r t|  <  | r| < , it follows that    rW =⋃|s|< sV2 W , where s= r t , hence W is balanced.  

 

Theorem 1.7 : Let   X be an SPITVS. If XA , so Clsp(A)= ∩(A+U). In particular Clsp(A)  

A+U for all U belongs to N0. 

Proof: Assume  xClsp(A) , and let U is a sp-neighborhood of 0 then by theorem 1.6(b) there 

balanced neighborhood V for zero with VU , so  x+ V  sp-neighborhood for x and x Clsp(A), 

there (x+ V)∩A Ø , that implies x A-V. Since V is balanced, A-V   equal to A+V , then  xA+ 

V subset of  A+ U , hence Clsp(A)∩(A+U). Conversely if xClsp(A) ,so there   balanced 

neighborhood U for zero satisfy that  (x+U)∩A=Ø , so that xA-U = A+ U.  

Theorem1.8: Let X be an SPITVS. Then  

(a) Every U belong to N0 , there V belong to N0  satisfy UVV + . 

(b) For every 0NU  , there is  a sp-closed balanced 0NV   satisfy that UV  . 

Proof:  (a) Assume U  N0(X) , since the addition map S:XX→X is sp-irresolute , then there  

are sp-neighborhood for 0 V1 and V2 satisfy  S (V1,V2) U , that mean V1+V2 U, set V= V1∩V2  

that show V+V V1+V2U.                  

  (b) Let U  sp-neighborhood of zero on X ,  by part (a) there is sp-neighborhood V for zero  with  

V+V U . By Part (b) of Theorem 1.6, there  neighborhood W for 0 which is balanced with  
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WV .By  Theorem 1.7 Clsp(W)W+V and   Clsp(W)W+V  V+V U . This shows that U 

contains the sp-closed neighborhood.  

Definition 1.9: A topological  space X  called sp- Hausdorff , if  each two distinct points x and 

y  in X  , there exist disjoint sp-open sets U,V such that xU, and  yV . 

Now we give some properties of sp-Hausdorff space. 

Theorem 1.10 :Let  X  be an  SPITVS. The  statements are equivalently. 

(a) X  sp- Hausdorff. 

(b) Let 𝑥 belong to 𝑋  therefore 𝑈0 satisfy  𝑥 𝑈0 . 

Proof: (a)      (b)  Assume  x be a non-zero vector belong to X . Then there are disjoint sp-

neighborhoods  U  for 0, and V   for   x  , where  U belong to N0, V belong to Nx   and   Ux .  

(b)      (a)  let x, y belong to X  with  x not equal to  y. Therefore there exists a sp-neighborhood  

𝑈0 for  0  with x-y  𝑈0 . By part (a) of Theorem 1.8, there exists sp-neighborhood W  of  0 

satisfy  W+W.𝑈0  In part (b) of Theorem 1.6  W is balanced,  let V1= x+ W  and V2= y +W ,   

therefore  V1 ,  V2
 
  is  an sp-neighborhood of x, y respectively . To prove that  V1  ∩ V2   =Ø  , let  

𝑠  V1  ∩ V2   then -( 𝑠 -x) W,   since  W is balanced and   𝑠 - y W . Which implies that  x- y  

= (𝑠 - y)+(-( 𝑠 - x)) W+W  𝑈0 which is a contradiction. So we have = 21 VV . Finally,  

the space  X is sp- Hausdorff. 

Corollary 1.11: Let X be  an  SPITVS. Then these statements are equivalently  

(a) Let  X  sp- Hausdorff. 

(b) }0{}:{ 0 = NUU . 

(c) }{}:{ xNUU x =  
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I. Theorem 1.12:A SITVS X is sp-Hausdorff if  iff  one-point subset  is sp- closed in X . 

Proof:  Let Xx  and y  belong to X/{x} , then x not equal to  y   that mean x-y 0 ,therefore 

there  an sp-neighborhood U for  zero satisfy  .Uxy −  Then there is  sp-closed , balanced W 

of 0 with  WU by theorem 1.8,b . Which implies that 𝑦 − 𝑥W   then 𝑦 − 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 − 𝑊 . 

Therefore 𝑦 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜 (𝑋 − 𝑊) + {𝑥} , also  (X-W)+{x} is sp-open ,   W  is sp-closed,  

(𝑋 − 𝑊) + {𝑥} contained on (𝑋 − {𝑥}).  That shows    X/{x} is sp-open, thus {x} is sp-closed. 

Converse , let x  belong to X  and assume the singleton  {x} is sp-closed. Therefore by Theorem 

1.7 {x}=Clsp{x}=∩{U+{x}: U is  sp-neighborhood for zero}= {W: W is sp-neighborhood of x} 

where W = U+{x}  . Thus  by Corollary 1.11, X is sp- Hausdorff.  

Definition 1.13:A topological space X  is called sp-compact if for any cover for X by sp-open 

subsets have a finites subcover. 

Theorem 1.14 :Let C, K be subsets in a SPITVS X  , and C∩K=Ø , with C sp-closed, K sp-

compact. Therefore there sp-neighborhood U for 0 satisfy =++ )()( UCUK . 

Proof:  If =K , then the proof is trivial . Otherwise, let Kx  , and  0=x . Then CX − is 

an sp-open set of 0 . Since the addition mapping  is sp-irresolute and sp-continuous, and   

0000 ++= , therefore  there an sp- neighborhood U for zero satisfy  

CXUUUU −++=3 . Define              Ũ= U∩(-U)  which is sp-open , symmetric and   

3Ũ= Ũ+ Ũ+ Ũ ⊂X-C. Which is implies that Ø={x +x+x ,x Ũ }∩C ={x+x ,x  Ũ} 

intersected{y- x , x Ũ, y C } and Ũ∩{C+ Ũ } ⊂ {2x ,x  Ũ}∩{y- x , x Ũ, yC }.This is for 

one point. Now  since K is sp-compact, then by the above argument for every Kx , we have 

a symmetric sp-neighborhood  xV  such that =++ )()2( xx VCVx . The sets }:{ KxVx  are 

a sp-open  that covers K , and since  K  is sp-compact subset therefore  for  finitely  number for  

points ,,...,1, niKxi =   we have  
n

i

xi i
VxK

1

)(
=

+ . Define the sp-neighborhood V of 0 by 

V=⋂ 𝑉𝑥𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1  Therefore (K+V) intersected (C+V)⊂⋃ 𝑛𝑖=1  (xi+ V𝑥𝑖+V)∩ (C+V) ⊂⋃ 𝑛𝑖=1  (xi+ 

2 V𝑥𝑖 )∩(C+ V𝑥𝑖) = Ø . That is complete the proof . 
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Lemma 1.15: Let U  be sp-open subset of a SPITVS X, and A  any subset   such that  

= AU , then U∩ Clsp(A) = Ø. 

Proof: Let   x U∩ Clsp(A). Thus  x Clsp(A) , U    sp-neighborhood for x  , since U is sp-open 

subset , then  UX −    sp-closed subset contain A , and so   Clsp(A)    X-U and  x Clsp(A)  

which implies a  contradiction, therefore    U∩ Clsp(A) =Ø. 

Corollary 1.16: Let C, K be disjoint sets in a SPITVS X with C sp-closed, K sp-compact. 

Therefore there sp-neighborhood U for zero satisfy   Clsp(K+U)∩(C+U)=Ø. 

Proof: In theorem 1.14 we have for any disjoint sp-closed  C set and sp-compact set K  , so  

there  sp-neighborhood U for 0 satisfy    (K+ U) ∩(C+ U) =Ø. The set C+ U = {y+ U : yC} 

is an sp-open set , then by  lemma 1.15  Clsp(K+U) ∩(C+ U) =Ø . 

Definition 1.17: Let   X  be a vector space with  field F , an algebra dual  for X is the collection 

of linear functional  which define in X  and  represented by *X  .   

Theorem 1.18: Let X be  an SPITVS and 
*0 Xf  , then f(E) is sp-open in F whenever E is 

sp-open in X . 

Proof: Let E be non-empty subset of X, and Xx  00  with 1)( 0 =xf . then for any point 

𝑎 ∈ 𝐸 , we have to prove that ƒ(a) Intsp(ƒ(𝐸)). 𝐸  is sp-open neighborhood for a then by 

Theorem 1.4 we have 𝐸 - a is sp-neighborhood of 0. By Theorem 1.6 𝐸 - a is absorbing, then 

there exists 𝜖 > 0, such that λx0  𝐸 -a for λR with  . Therefore for any 𝛽 R with 

− )(af  we have (𝛽-ƒ(a))x0 E-a, therefore ƒ((𝛽- ƒ(a)x0) ƒ(E-a)      ( 𝛽- ƒ(a)) ƒ(x0)  

ƒ(E-a)       ( 𝛽- ƒ(a)) (1)ƒ(E-a)= ƒ(E)-ƒ(a) which implies 𝛽 ƒ(E) , ],[)( +− af , so 

that  ƒ(a)Int(ƒ(E)) Intsp(ƒ(E)), therefore ƒ(E)= Intsp(ƒ(E)). 

Lemma 1.19: [7] Let X be a vector space, ∅AX. For xA 

The following statements are equivalents. 

1)  x  is  extremely  point on A 
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2) if a ,bA   such that x = 
1

2
 (a+b)  , then x equal to  a  equal to b. 

3) let a,b  A,  with a b, let )1,0( ,  x =λa+(1-λ)b . Then we have either 1or,0 ==   

An extremely point for  subset  V which is convex in  a vector X   is  the point x V which is 

not  interior point on a segment U⊂V. 

Theorem 1.20: Let X be SPITVS, K ⊂X be convex. Therefore Intsp(K)∩(𝛿K)=Ø. 

Proof:  If Intsp(K)=Ø, the proof is trivial. Suppose that the Intsp(K)Ø and let x Intsp(K). 

Therefore there is sp-neighborhood U for 0 satisfy x+U⊂K. As a mapping X→:  where 

x =)(   continuous at 1= , for this the sp-neighborhood x+U, there is an s>0 such that 𝜇x 

x+U  whenever |𝜇-1|≤ s . In particular, we have (1+s) x x+U⊂K and(1-s)x x+U⊂K . Now 

consider x=λ(1+s)x+(1-λ)(1-s)x  and take 
2
1= . So that x= 

1

2
 (1+s) x+(1 - 

1

2
 )(1- s) x  , which  

implies  the point    x  is not  extremely  on K . 

Conclusion 

Throughout our work we give some main results. Which are the semi-pre topological vector 

space satisfies that any neighbourhood for 0 containing a neighborhood for 0 which is balanced, 

semi-pre topological vector space satisfies the separation axiom (semi-pre hausdorff) and in a 

semi-pre topological vector space the semi-preinterior of a convex set doesn't intersect with the 

boundary of the set .  
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